A  BRILLIANT   SPEECH
among those present, and the guest of the evening was
Oscar Wild^e, whom Lane was tremendously anxious to
meet and who was then at the beginning of his triumphs.
After the dinner. Lane told me that Wilde had made a
most brilliant speech, sparkling with epigram, jewelled
with wit. It had all been lost on me. I had been far
too much engrossed with material things, the elaborate
dishes, the glitter of the glass and the plate, to pay any
great attention to the speeches. As a memento of the
event, John Lane presented me with a volume of selec-
tions from the Hitopadesa—rendered into English by Sir
Edwin Arnold. It bears the inscription, 'James May
from John Lane, Jubilee Day, 1887'. The last book
he ever gave me—and he gave me many—was a book
about the Brontes (Bronte Moors and Villages] dated
Christmas, 1923, and inscribed to 'James Lewis May
from his old friend, John Lane'. There is a similarity,
almost amounting to identity, between the two hand-
writings, and, though they are separated by an interval
of nearly forty years, it would be impossible, if the dates
were concealed, to say which of them belonged to the
younger man.
Lane himself, in his reprint of the Life of Sir Thomas
Bodley^ to which allusion has already been made, tells
how his business came to be started. I will quote his
own words:
'In July, 1887, in company with my friend Mr. R. W.
Wilson of the British Museum, I was one day at an
exhibition in the Rembrandt Head Gallery in Vigo Street;
and, casually asking the proprietor, Mr. Dunthorne, if
he knew of any cosy little corner where a bookshop would
be in fit setting, he at once rejoined that the premises
In the same street, where he had originally hung up

